SLO Assessment Committee
Wednesday May 2, 2012
Present: Kurt Green, Heather Cade, Mark Williams, Beth Marinelli-Laster



Review Winter 2012 SLO assessments in tracdat



Committee: add recommendation(s) directly into tracdat (under “Recommendations”)



MASLO Committee Feedback will be in tracdat under “Recommendation”
(Assessment Committee (AC) recommendations)

35 MASLOs done and in TRACDAT so far for Winter 2012
Most of the MASLOs were put in tracdat by Heather
GOAL: To have all (full-time) faculty enter their MASLOs directly into TRACDAT
We need to have another training – so all faculty will understand how to use tracdat and will
enter their MASLOs directly into tracdat.
 Using tracdat
 How to assess, writing the narrative (if needed)
 Budget recommendations - important
Incentive to use tracdat – Faculty may come to MASLO committee meeting, meet with Heather,
learn how to use tracdat.
Fall faculty meeting – those who already are using tracdat to enter their MASLOs are exempt
from the fall faculty meeting.
Note to Faculty: Please assess your classes directly into Tracdat. Add MASLOs in when doing
your assessments in Tracdat.
(level of comfort/proficiency with tracdat will increase with more use/practice)
Assess the SLOs that are in the system (in CMS)

Accrediting commission: July 2012, October 2012

MASLOs reviewed on 05/12/2012:
ART 118 – Color
ART 139 F – Acrylic Painting

General Questions from the MASLO committee:
If the faculty member has no general recommendation (if they are satisfied with the outcome
of the SLO), should they type anything in the box? Can they just leave it blank, or should they
state “No recommendations” or “None at this time”?
For assessments in which there is no budget recommendation indicated – should the
committee list as a recommendation, “please indicate whether you have budget
recommendations. If there are none, please click on ‘None’.”
If the faculty member does have budget recommendations, for a classroom aide for example,
with no estimate – we are assuming we should tell them to give an estimated amount. How do
they calculate the estimated cost of a classroom aide?

